INTERNATIONAL HOUSE COUNCIL

First row, left to right (kneeling): Davindra Kayship (President); Yoh Ok Lee; Sugihiko Tada; Chauncey Chen

Second and third rows, left to right: Joseph Coho; Maritza Guerrero; Rick Smith; Betty Howatt; Heinz Mollet; Shahnaz Safavi; Tamim El-Kasrawy; Lily Chang; Nancy Stock; Shannon Flynn; Fred Lott; Jean L’Ecuyer; Marie-Paule Brasselet; Maureen Kim-Sing; Jane Howard

Back row, left to right: Sergei Voronkevich; Larry Snyder; Trygve Harvold

RESIDENTS - FALL QUARTER 1966

ABBASI, Abdul
Morocco

ABDEL-SATTAR, Abu Ishaq
Egypt

ABDEL-SATTAR, Abu Wael
Pakistan

ABDELWAHAB, Abdo
Lebanon

ADIDIN, John Francis
Ghana

ALEXANDER, Akira
Japan

ALI, Ali
India

ALGERMAN, Burt
Turkey

ALLARD, Eino
Canada

ALLIN, Lee
Colorado

AMIRI, Khosrow
Iran

AMIN, K. Fred
Norway

ANDERSON, Calvin
California

ANKERSON, Joseph M.
Oklahoma

ANTONOFF, Victor E.
USSR

ARNOLD, David Edward
Australia

ARSAD, Gert
Germany

ASHMAN, Frederick
Florida

ASHMORE, Louise
New Zealand

BALKOFFEN, Robinson
India